
Civil War Spies!

Spies 3.3a
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13 Receive a blank letter. If you 
have silver nitrate to brush over the 

letter or a candle to heat the paper you 
can read the message and move forward 

2 spaces
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24 You must smuggle a message 
into a town under siege. If you 

have a slug bullet put your message 
inside and pay someone to swallow 

it. Move forward one space

Quiz Card 

26 Your secret 
letter is intercepted 

and decoded. Go 
back three spaces

27:
FINISH

Oxford 

20 You need to 
write a letter to 

another spy. If you 
have a cipher move 
forward 1 space. If 
you have invisible 
ink move forward 3 

spaces

22 
You are captured and found to be 

carrying messages in code. 
If you are a man, you are put on 

trial. Go back to start. 
If you are a woman you are 
released and can roll again

16 Your horse is stolen while 
you stay the night at an inn. 
If you have a horse roll again 

to carry on your journey. 

Quiz Card

10 Write a letter to another spy to 
arrange a meeting. 

If you have paper, a quill and a 
pen knife move forward two spaces.

 Quiz Card 

11 A double agent has found out 
you are a spy. If you have a pistol 
you are safe. If not go back 2 spaces
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6 Receive a message in code.
 If you have a cipher you can decode 

the message and  move forward 2 
spaces. If not, miss one turn.

78 
You are stopped by Roundhead soldiers 

outside a town.
 If you are a woman spy, or have packed women’s clothing 

as a disguise, you are released and can roll again. 
If you are a man you are captured and must go back to 

start. 

Quiz Card

The King needs money. If you 
have soap barrels you can hide 
gold coins inside and roll again. 
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Quiz Card

You are captured and searched!
 If you have a book, you can 

hide your spy letters inside and 
stay on this square.

 If not, you are taken away to 
be questioned. Go back to start.
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